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Abstract
In correlation clustering we are given a set of points along with recommendations
whether each pair of points should be placed in the same cluster or into separate
clusters. The goal is to cluster the points to minimize disagreements from the
recommendations. We study the correlation clustering problem in the online
setting, where points arrive one at a time, and upon arrival the algorithm must
make an irrevocable cluster assignment decision. While the online version is
natural, there is a simple lower bound that rules out any algorithm with a non-trivial
competitive ratio. In this work we go beyond worst case analysis, and show that
the celebrated Pivot algorithm performs well when given access to a small number
of random samples from the input. Moreover, we prove that Pivot is robust to
additional adversarial perturbations of the sample set in this setting. We conclude
with an empirical analysis validating our theoretical findings.
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Introduction

Clustering is a central unsupervised learning problem, which comes in many flavors and variants.
For instance we may consider different objectives for the clustering: k-clustering like k-means or
k-median, spectral clustering, or correlation clustering. Or we may try to perform the clustering in
different computational models—batch, distributed, parallel, etc. A setting that has received a lot of
interest in recent years is the online paradigm, see for instance, Zhang et al. [2004], Vidal [2006],
Lattanzi and Vassilvitskii [2017], Cohen-Addad et al. [2019], Guo et al. [2020, 2021]. In online
clustering elements arrive one by one and they are irrevocably assigned to clusters at arrival time.
A key property of this setting is that the resulting clustering is stable. This is particularly important
in real-world systems where clusters are served directly to users or used in downstream machine
learning tasks, and so modifying the clustering has a high cost.
Clustering problems like k-median and k-means are well studied in the online setting, see for instance
the groundbreaking work of Meyerson [2001] and Liberty et al. [2016]. This paper considers the
online correlation clustering problem, which is less understood. Correlation clustering was introduced
by Bansal et al. [2004]. In the problem we are given as input a weighted graph with n nodes, where
positive edges represent similarities and negative edges represent dissimilarities between endpoints.
A partition of the nodes into clusters should minimize the sum of the negative edges contained in
any cluster and the sum of positive edges between clusters. That is, minimizing the disagreements
in the clustering. Correlation clustering has many applications, for instance in finding clustering
ensembles[Bonchi et al., 2013], duplicate detection [Arasu et al., 2009], community mining [Chen
et al., 2012], disambiguation tasks [Kalashnikov et al., 2008], and automated labelling [Agrawal et al.,
2009, Chakrabarti et al., 2008].
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The problem is known to be NP-hard and admits approximation algorithms. For the most studied
version of the problem, where the weights are restricted to be in {−1, +1}, and a 2.06 approximation
algorithm was shown by Chawla et al. [2015]. When, in addition, the number of clusters is upperbounded by k, a polynomial time approximation scheme was shown to exist by Giotis and Guruswami
[2005]. For arbitrary weights a O(log n) approximation is the best known [Demaine et al., 2006].
We consider the online correlation clustering problems when edges have weights in {−1, +1}. In the
online setting, nodes arrive one by one and reveal their edges to nodes that have arrived previously.
The algorithm needs to make an irrevocable cluster assignment when a node arrives. The most
popular form of analysis of online algorithms is competitive analysis where the performance of the
online algorithm is compared to the best (in hindsight) optimum solution.
It is impossible to design an online algorithm for correlation clustering that has a good competitive
ratio. Consider the following example. Suppose that the first two nodes to arrive are connected by a
positive edge. The algorithm has to commit to either placing them in the same cluster, or in different
clusters. If it places them in the same cluster then the adversary places the remaining n − 2 nodes as
follows. The nodes are split evenly between two complete cliques with all positive edges. The two
initial nodes are placed in different cliques and there are no positive edges between cliques except
the single edge between the two initially arriving nodes. The optimal solution in hindsight makes 1
disagreement by placing the cliques into two separate clusters, while the algorithm makes at least
Θ(n) disagreements.
On the other hand if the algorithm places the first two nodes into different clusters then the adversary
chooses the remaining instance to be a single clique of positive edges containing the two nodes. The
competitive ratio of the algorithm will be unbounded as the optimal has cost 0 and the algorithm has
a positive objective value of at least one.
This lower bound example (first observed in Mathieu et al. [2010]) rules out finding a good algorithm
via competitive analysis, since every algorithm will have a worst case competitive ratio of Ω(n).
However, in practice, instances are typically far from worst case. To rigorously study these situations
requires going beyond worst case analysis. For a rich body of work on this topic see the recent text by
Roughgarden [2020]. This line of work considers broadly applicable models that avoid pathological
worst-case instances that are unlikely to occur in practice.
In practice, for online clustering problems, it is common to have some information about nodes that
will arrive. For example when clustering temporal data we have access to last month’s data and this
data gives some insights on tomorrow’s data. Motivated by this, it is natural to study a model where
one has access to few samples of the input data representing the past data that has been observed. Of
course, if the sample is completely adversarial the problem has not become any easier. To overcome
this limitation we follow previous work [Korula et al., 2018, Lykouris et al., 2018] and consider a
setting where the algorithm has access to a random sample of data.
The model considered is as follows. Suppose that for any (potentially adversarially chosen) input,
the algorithm is given a small number of random samples from the input before the rest is revealed
online. Can we prove that it is possible to design online algorithms that are near optimal? If possible,
can the model be strengthened such that some of the sample is randomized while some is adversarial
and we can design robust online algorithms for this more challenging setting? We answer positively
to both questions in this work.
Our Contributions. We introduce the semi-online model for correlation clustering. In this model
elements arrive online in adversarial order but beforehand a small random fraction of nodes are
revealed. This setting captures situations where some part of the online input is available beforehand,
a common case when analyzing temporal data. A similar semi-online model for bipartite matching is
introduced by Kumar et al. [2019], where a part of the input graph is predictable and known offline,
while the remainder is unknown and arrives online.
We prove that the well-know Pivot algorithm [Ailon et al., 2008] obtains a constant fraction approximation in the online setting when a small fraction of points selected at random is revealed
beforehand. The key insight behind our proof is that the Pivot algorithm can use a small random
sample to “sparsify” the input instance so that it is easily clusterable.
Furthermore, we show that even if a fraction of the sample is adversarially corrupted the Pivot
algorithm can still recover a constant approximation. In other words, the approach is provably robust.
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Finally we analyze our finding empirically and verify that the theory is predictive of empirical results.
We show that even on “adversarial” inputs the Pivot algorithm obtains good performance if it has
access to a small sample of the data. Without the sample, Pivot performs poorly. We further show
similar behaviour can be observed when the sample is learned from historical data. These results
demonstrate the connection between the theoretical model and practice.
Additional related work. The online correlation clustering problem has been studied by Mathieu
et al. [2010] , where they give a O(n)-competitive algorithm. However, their algorithm is allowed to
re-assign points by merging clusters. Ailon et al. [2008] show that the Pivot algorithm is 3-competitive
when vertices arrive in random order.
Our setting is also closely related to the algorithm with machine learning advice setting Lykouris
and Vassilvitskii [2018]. In this context, Ailon et al. [2018], Saha and Subramanian [2019] study the
correlation clustering problem and show that it is possible to obtain better performance guarantees
using same-cluster queries.
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Semi-Online Model for Correlation Clustering

In this paper, we consider the min-disagreement correlation clustering problem. We first introduce
the offline version of the problem.
Definition 1 (Correlation Clustering). The input is a complete signed graph G = (V, E) on n vertices
such that the edges are partitioned into positive and negative edges E = E + ∪ E − , respectively.
The goal is to partition vertices into clusters, e.g. V = C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ck , where k is arbitrary,
to minimize the number of disagreements: number of positive edges with endpoints in different
clusters plus the number of negative edges within each cluster. We can write this objective as:
P
Pk
+
−
i<j |{uv ∈ E | u ∈ Ci , v ∈ Cj }| +
i=1 |{uv ∈ E | u, v ∈ Ci }|.
In the online model, the vertices of the graph arrive one-by-one online. The algorithm has to maintain
a partition of all arrived vertices into clusters at all times. Upon each vertex arrival, its edges (and
their signs) to all previous arrivals are revealed. Then the algorithm must make an irrevocable cluster
assignment for this arrival. We recall the lower bound in this setting due to Mathieu et al. [2010].
Lemma 1. [Mathieu et al., 2010] For any n, there exists an instance of online correlation clustering
where vertices arrive in adversarial order such that every algorithm has competitive ratio Ω(n).
Semi-Online Model. As discussed, it is impossible to obtain any positive result in the online model.
Thus, we introduce the semi-online model for correlation clustering.
Definition 2 (Semi-Online Correlation Clustering). Let G = (V, E) be a complete signed graph. In
semi-online correlation clustering, there are two phases: an offline and online phase.
First, in the offline phase, our algorithm is given the induced subgraph G[S] for some vertex set
S ⊂ V . Then, in the online phase, the remainder of the vertices V \ S arrive online. Upon each
online arrival, the algorithm must allocate the vertex to a cluster, either starting a new singleton
cluster, or assigning it to a previously defined one.
The goal is to maintain a clustering of the vertices throughout to minimize the number of disagreements.
We will consider different models for how the offline vertices S are chosen. We note that if S is
chosen adversarially, then the adversary can choose S to be a graph with only negative edges, and
V \ S to be a lower bound instance of size n − |S|. This gives a lower bound of Ω(n − |S|). Thus,
we focus on models where S is, at least, partially chosen randomly.
The algorithm we analyze for the semi-online correlation clustering is the natural adaptation of the
Pivot algorithm developed by Ailon et al. [2008]. We describe it first.
Pivot algorithm
1. Initially, all vertices are unclustered.
2. Consider vertices v ∈ V in some order.
3. If v is currently unclustered, then mark v as a pivot, and make a new cluster consisting of v
and its remaining unclustered, positive neighbors. Thus, the new cluster is {v} ∪ {u ∈ V |
uv ∈ E + , u unclustered}.
3

4. Repeat until all vertices are clustered, and output the final clustering.
Pivot’s performance critically depends on the ordering of the vertices. If the algorithm considers
vertices in random order, then Pivot is a 3-approximation in expectation [Ailon et al., 2008].
Pivot can be adapted to the online setting by considering the vertices in their arrival order. As we
noted, this algorithm will perform poorly on adversarially ordered sequences; moreover as we will
see it has poor empirical performance as well. In the semi-online model, we can take advantage of
the offline phase to find better clusters for the online arriving vertices via the pivots computed in the
offline phase.
Semi-Online Pivot
1. In the offline phase, randomly order the vertices in S and then using the random ordering
run the Pivot algorithm on G[S].
2. In the online phase, we continue running the Pivot algorithm on the remainder of G given
the pivots and resulting clustering on G[S]. Note that we consider vertices in the order they
arrive online.
Note that the pivots chosen in the offline phase can potentially cluster vertices in the online phase.
In particular, if vertex v arrives in the online phase, and v has a positive edge to a pivot u chosen in
the offline phase, then v joins u’s cluster. We will show that if S is a n-sized random sample of the
input, then Pivot is O( 1 )-competitive. Thus a small random sample is sufficient to circumvent the
strong lower bounds on any online algorithm. We also show that this style of algorithm is robust,
even when S is not fully random, semi-online Pivot is guaranteed to perform well.
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Warm-Up: Pivoting Using a Random Sample

In this section, we consider the case where S is a random sample from V of size n for  ∈ (0, 1).
We call this the -random sample model. The analysis of this setting will illustrate the main technical
ideas. Later we generalize to the case where the random sample has a fraction of adversarially chosen
corruptions. In this section, we prove the following.
Theorem 1. Fix an  ∈ (0, 1), and let S have n samples chosen uniformly at random. Then
semi-online Pivot is O( 1 )-competitive in expectation.
We also complement our upper bound with a matching lower bound.
Theorem 2. For any  ∈ (0, 1), every algorithm in the -random sample model has competitive ratio
Ω( 1 ).
Proof. To prove the lower bounds, it suffices to consider  < 12 . Fix a sufficiently large n such that
1
1
 + n ≤ n. We define a graph on n nodes. All edges are negative except those on a set L of 
vertices. The edges on L form a lower bound instance of size 1 guaranteed by Lemma 1.
The probability that the random sample S contains no vertex from L is: P(S ∩ L = ∅) = (1 −
1/
1/
1/ n
= Ω(1). Further, conditioned on this event, the cost of any
n ) . . . (1 − n−n+1 ) ≥ (1 − n−n )
1
algorithm is Ω(  )-competitive, because L arrives in adversarial order.
We now prove the upper bound. Our proof will proceed in two parts. First, we bound the cost of
semi-online Pivot on the random sample S. Recall that these vertices arrive in random order, so we
can leverage the analysis of the original Pivot algorithm.
Second, we bound the cost of V \ S. The main difficulty here is that V \ S arrives in adversarial
order. To overcome the Ω(n) lower bound, we first prove a more refined lower bound on the optimal
solution in terms of the positive degrees (number of positive edges incident on a vertex) in the input
graph. Then we show that running semi-random Pivot on S sparsifies the remaining graph on V \ S.
That is, there are few positive edges on the nodes no adjacent to a pivot in the sample. Finally, we
relate the cost of Pivot to the positive degrees to complete the proof.
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3.1

Pivot Preliminaries

Throughout this section, let O PT denote the number of disagreements made by the optimal offline
algorithm on G and A LG denote the cost of semi-online Pivot. Note that O PT is a fixed quantity,
while A LG depends on the random choice of S and its order.
We begin with the concept of bad triangles, which we use to lower bound O PT and upper bound
A LG.
Definition 3 (Bad Triangle). A bad triangle in G is a triple of vertices, t = ijk such that two edges
among them are positive, and the remaining edge is negative. We let T denote the set of bad triangles
in G.
By case analysis one can check that any clustering must make at least one disagreement in a bad triangle. Similarly, the Pivot algorithm makes a disagreement on edge ij if and only if there exists a bad
triangle ijk of unclustered vertices such that k is chosen as pivot. This motivates the definition for any
bad triangle t of the event At = {one vertex of t is chosen as a pivot while all three are unclustered}.
By linearity of expectation, we can write our expected cost as:
X
E[A LG] =
P(At ).
(1)
t∈T

We emphasize that this expression holds for any distribution of arrivals. The only difference is the
probabilities of the At ’s. We will re-use the same notations and expression when we consider a
random sample with corruptions later. However, for the remainder of this section, all probabilities are
with respect to the -random sample model unless otherwise noted.
To formalize the two main steps in our proof sketch, we decompose the above quantity into
two parts: one for S and one for V \ S. To this end, we define for each bad triangle t the
V \S
events ASt = {one vertex of t is chosen as pivot in S while all three are unclustered} and At
=
{one vertex of t is chosen as pivot in V \ S while all three are unclustered}.
P
We can re-write: E[A LG] = cost(S) + cost(V \ S), where cost(S) = t∈T P(ASt ) and cost(V \
P
V \S
S) = t∈T P(At ). We will analyze each of these two terms separately. In particular, we first show
that cost(S) = O(O PT) by relating to Pivot in random order. Then we show cost(V \S) = O( 1 )O PT
by relating to the positive degrees. Combining these two bounds with the above expression for E[A LG]
completes the proof of Theorem 1.
3.2

Bounding Cost of S

We show cost(S) = O(O PT). Because the vertices of S are a random subset of V and we can
analyze them in random order, the first n arrivals of the -random sample model are distributed
identically to the first n arrivals in the model where all vertices arrive in random order. We rely on
the next theorem from Ailon et al. [2008], which bounds the cost of Pivot when vertices arrive in
random order.
Theorem 3. [Ailon et al., 2008] If vertices arrive in random order, then Pivot is 3-competitive in
expectation.
Now we use that Equation (1) holds for both the -random sample model and the random order model.
We denote the former distribution with a subscript S and the latter with a subscript R. Let R AND denote the cost of running
P Pivot in the random
P order model. Then
P applying Equation (1) and Theorem 3,
we have: cost(S) = t∈T PS (ASt ) = t∈T PR (ASt ) ≤ t∈T PR (At ) = ER [R AND] ≤ 3O PT.
The second equality follows from the observation that the first n arrivals in the -random sample
model are distributed identically to the first n arrivals in the random order model, and the event ASt
does not depend on the arrival order of V \ S. Thus for any bad triangle t, PS (ASt ) = PR (ASt ). To
understand the latter probability, in the random order model we use the convention that the ordered
set S is the first n arrivals.
3.3

Bounding Cost of V \ S

We show cost(V \ S) = O( 1 )O PT. We begin with a lower bound on O PT in terms of the positive
degrees. Because every clustering must make at least one disagreement on each bad triangle, we can
5

interpret a clustering as covering all bad triangles using edges (which are the disagreements that this
clustering makes.) Further, every bad triangle has two positive edges, so we show that the number of
bad triangles that any edge can cover is proportional to the positive degrees of its endpoints.
Lemma 2. Fix
C and let E ∗ denote the set of edges that C makes a disagreement on.
P any clustering
+
Then |T | ≤ ij∈E ∗ d (i) + d+ (j), where d+ (·) denotes the positive degree of a vertex.
Proof. C must make at least one disagreement on each bad triangle. It follows, C must cover
each bad triangle with at least one edge in E ∗ . It suffices to show that each ij ∈ E ∗ can be in at
most d+ (i) + d+ (j) bad triangles. To see this, we consider two cases. If ij ∈ E − , then each bad
triangle including ij must also have two positive edges ik and jk for some k. There can be at most
min(d+ (i), d+ (j)) such k. Otherwise, ij ∈ E + . Then each bad triangle including ij must have one
other positive edge – either ik or jk for some k. There can be at most d+ (i) + d+ (j) such k.
To understand the utility of the above lemma, it is informative to upper bound each d+ (i) by the
∗
max positive degree, say d∗ . Then Lemma 2 gives |T | =
PO(d )O PT. Further, by Equation (1), the
expected cost of Pivot (for any arrival distribution) is t∈T P(At ) ≤ |T |. Combining these two
inequalities gives that Pivot is a O(d∗ )-approximation even in adversarial order. In the worst case,
we have d∗ = Ω(n) (as in the standard Ω(n) lower bound instance.)
To overcome this, note that some nodes in V \ S are “pre-clustered” by running Pivot on S. This
occurs when a vertex in V \ S has a positive edge to a pivot in S. Bad triangles containing such
vertices do not contribute to cost(V \ S), so it suffices to consider the remaining subgraph of vertices
in V \ S that are not pre-clustered. We show that this random subgraph has small positive degrees in
expectation, so applying Lemma 2 to this sparse random subgraph allows us to bound cost(V \ S).
We can now show our key structural lemma about sparsification. The main idea of the proof is that if
a vertex has high positive degree, then it is likely that one of its positive neighbors becomes a pivot in
S. Due to space, the proof can be found in Section B.
Lemma 3. For any v ∈ V , define the random variable Nv to be 0 if v is clustered by
running Pivot on S (i.e. v ∈ S or v has a positive edge to a pivot in S) or Nv =
|{unclustered positive neighbors of v in V \ S}| otherwise. Then ENv = O( 1 ).
To finish our bound on cost(V \ S), it remains to combine Lemma 2 with Lemma 3. To this end, we
let G0 denote the random subgraph of G induced by all vertices in V \ S that are not clustered by the
pivots chosen in S. The key properties of G0 are:
P
• Let T 0 be the set of all bad triangles in G0 . We have t∈T 1AV \S ≤ |T 0 |. To see this, note
t

V \S

that if At
occurs, then no vertex of t is pre-clustered by S, so t ∈ T 0 .
• The positive degree in G0 of a vertex v is exactly Nv (as defined in Lemma 3.) Note that
here we use the fact that if v is clustered by running Pivot on S, Nv = 0 , since v is not a
vertex in G0 .
• Let E 0 denote the edge set of G0 and E ∗ the disagreements made by O PT on the whole
graph G. Recall that O PT is defined on G, so E ∗ is invariant. Then O PT induces a clustering
of G0 that makes disagreements E 0 ∩ E ∗ .
Using
two lemmas andP
three properties, we conclude: cost(V \ S) ≤ E|T 0 | ≤
P the above
+
+
E[ ij∈E 0 ∩E ∗ dG0 (i) + dG0 (j)] ≤ ij∈E ∗ ENi + ENj = O( 1 )O PT. This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
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Random Sample with Adversarial Corruptions

We now consider the case where S is a random sample from V with adversarial corruptions. Our goal
is to show that even with adversarial additions to S, pivot has strong approximation guarantees. We
assume that S is generated by the following procedure, parameterized by  ∈ (0, 1) and α ∈ (0, ):
-Random Sample with α-Corruption
1. Given a complete signed graph G = (V, E), an adversary chooses a fixed set A ⊂ V of αn
vertices.
2. Then a uniform random subset R of size ( − α)n is drawn from V \ A.
6

3. Our algorithm is given S = R ∪ A in the offline phase.
We emphasize the order of events: first the adversary chooses A, and then a random sample R is
drawn. In particular, the choice of A does not depend on R. Also, our algorithm is given S in the
offline phase, but critically it is unaware of which vertices belong to A or R.
We briefly discuss some slight variants of our model and their tractability. Sampling ( − α)n from
V \ A rather than n from V itself is mainly for technical convenience; the latter model admits similar
theoretical guarantees, because R \ A is chose to uniform on V \ A if R is a uniform random sample
of V . However, if we change the order of events, so first sample R, and then allow an adversary to
remove/replace αn vertices from the sample, then the competitive ratio degrades to Ω(αn). To see
this, consider an input graph consisting of a lower-bound instance of size αn guaranteed by Lemma 1
and all other edges are negative. The adversary can guarantee that the lower-bound instance is always
outside the sample and thus arrives in adversarial order.
The main result of this section is that the corruptions do not degrade the performance of semi-online
pivot; in particular, the algorithm performs as if it had an uncorrupted sample of size ( − α)n (under
the mild assumption that α is at most a constant fraction of .) We defer the proof of the next theorem
to Section A
Theorem 4. For  ∈ (0, 1) and α ∈ (0, ), semi-online pivot in the -random sample with α
corruption model is O( (−α)
2 )-competitive in expectation.
Similar to the random sample model, we have an almost matching lower bound for the -random
sample with α-corruption model under the mild assumption that the corruption is at most half of
the whole sample. The proof of the following theorem is similar to Theorem 2 and can be found in
Section B.
Theorem 5. For any  ∈ (0, 1) and α ∈ (0, 2 ), every algorithm in the -random sample with
1
α-corruption model has competitive ratio Ω( −α
).
Proof Overview of Theorem 4: The proof of Theorem 4 has the same structure as Theorem 1; in
particular, we split the cost of semi-online Pivot into an offline- and online phase. The offline- and
online phases roughly correspond to S and V \ S, respectively. However, the corruptions introduce
new challenges in both cases.
For the offline phase, we can no longer argue that S is distributed as the first n arrivals in the
random order model due to the adversarially chosen part of S. Instead, we prove a generalization of
Theorem 3 via dual fitting that allows us to handle more general arrival distributions. Roughly, to
bound the cost of the offline phase, it suffices to show that if At occurs in the offline phase, then each
vertex of t has reasonable probability to be the pivot that “causes” At .
For the online phase, we still argue by Lemma 2 that it suffices to show that the remaining vertices in
the online phase have small positive degree. Here, we prove that even with adversarial corruptions,
running Pivot in the offline phase still sparsifies the remaining graph.
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Experiments

In this section, we empirically validate our theoretical findings. Specifically, we:
• Demonstrate that Pivot’s performance can be poor when the arrival sequence is chosen
adversarially.
• Verify that with a small portion of nodes randomly drawn from the dataset (which we refer
to as advice), semi-online Pivot is competitive with offline Pivot in random order (which is
a 3-approximation to optimum). Further, we show that the result is robust across multiple
parameter settings and additional corruptions.
• Show that when the advice is temporal (and not random) the performance is still strong.
Datasets. We use the following datasets from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection
[Leskovec and Krevl, 2014]1 . Each dataset is a social network where the nodes represent entities
1
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/, ego-Facebook: https://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Facebook.html, egoGplus: https://snap.stanford.edu/data/ego-Gplus.html, soc-RedditHyperlinks: https://snap.stanford.edu/data/socRedditHyperlinks.html, soc-sign-bitcoin-otc: https://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-sign-bitcoin-otc.html
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such as users or communities, and the edges represent connections between the entities such as
communication or transactions. We use two non-temporal datasets: ego-Facebook and ego-Gplus
[McAuley and Leskovec, 2012]; and two temporal datasets: soc-RedditHyperlinks [Kumar et al.,
2018a] and soc-sign-bitcoin-otc [Kumar et al., 2016, 2018b]. The temporal datasets have timestamps
on the edges representing when the connection happened. We refer to these datasets as FACEBOOK,
G PLUS, R EDDIT and B ITCOIN respectively. See Table 1 for a full description of the four data sources.
To generate signed complete graphs, on directed graphs we convert all arcs into undirected edges,
and on weighted graphs we only keep the edges with positive weights. These edges represent the
positive edges, and all the other edges are negative edges.
Table 1: Dataset desciption.
Dataset
FACEBOOK
G PLUS
R EDDIT
B ITCOIN

(# Edges, # Nodes)
(4039, 88234)
(107614, 13673453)
(55863, 858490)
(5881, 35592)

Edge Features
Undirected, unweighted, non-temporal
Directed, unweighted, non-temporal
Directed, weighted, temporal
Directed, weighted, temporal

Edge Meaning
Users are friends
One user follows another
A hyperlink between two subreddits
A trust rating between users

To perform a richer evaluation, we sub-sample from the datasets to obtain our input graphs in
the following manner. The two non-temporal data sources, FACEBOOK and G PLUS, contain egonetworks which represent the lists of friends of pre-selected users and the connections among them.
We experiment on these ego-networks which are sub-graphs induced from the entire graph by a subset
of nodes. For the temporal data sources, we take all edges with timestamps falling into a time interval
and all nodes induced on these edges.
Performance Metrics. We use Pivot in uniformly random order as our benchmark. For each arrival
order constructed, we conduct multiple trials, take the ratio of the average number of disagreements
for semi-online Pivot over that of random Pivot, and subtract 1 to measure relative improvement,
which we call degradation.
Power of Advice. Our first experiment studies the benefit of a random sample of nodes. We compare
the performance of Pivot with and without advice under different element orderings.
We first test Pivot on a uniform random ordering of the nodes. Recall that this is a 3-approximation
[Ailon et al., 2008] to the optimum. Then we test Pivot in the following adversarial orders: (1) node
degree in descending order; (2) number of bad triangles in a node’s neighborhood that contains this
node, in descending order2 ; and (3) timestamp, in chronological order (only for temporal datasets.) 3
Next, we explore the performance of semi-online Pivot with advice in the -random sample model.
We produce the advice by randomly sampling an -fraction of the nodes. Then, in the online phase,
the remaining nodes arrive in adversarial order. We test the same adversarial orders as before.
Table 2: Mean degradation and standard deviation in Pivot’s performance on different sequences,
 = 0.1, 30 trials.
Dataset
FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK
G PLUS
G PLUS
R EDDIT
R EDDIT
R EDDIT
B ITCOIN

(# Nodes, # Edges)

Random

Degree

Degree w. Advice

Bad Triangles

(534, 9626)
(1034, 53498)
(1650, 166292)
(3455, 435569)
(4277, 9524)
(7019, 20724)
(14042, 56567)
(2979, 14695)

0 ± 11.21 %
0 ± 6.00 %
0 ± 20.79 %
0 ± 15.35 %
0 ± 42.79 %
0 ± 11.36 %
0 ± 20.23 %
0 ± 21.83 %

108.61 %
63.19 %
133.46 %
229.37 %
610.64 %
690.05 %
822.60 %
1070.07 %

4.33 ± 12.68 %
0.19 ± 5.49 %
9.90 ± 23.30 %
-3.95 ± 16.03 %
3.99 ± 8.31 %
21.28 ± 28.61 %
11.09 ± 42.99 %
9.75 ± 24.32 %

108.54 %
63.72 %
133.46 %
229.38 %
610.97 %
690.27 %
822.64 %
1066.81 %

Bad Triangles
w. Advice
3.53 ± 13.46 %
1.48 ± 6.63 %
-0.80 ± 17.03 %
-3.91 ± 12.78 %
5.71 ± 8.49 %
18.40 ± 11.74 %
2.59 ± 12.24 %
11.70 ± 25.48 %

Time
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
139.26 %
79.89%
50.24 %
579.06 %

Time
w. Advice
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
-4.88 ± 10.43%
4.59 ± 8.65 %
-1.01 ± 14.11 %
8.50 ± 40.54 %

See Table 2 for data on the performance of Pivot in different scenarios. Each entry shows the level
of degradation compared with fully random Pivot after 30 trials (mean ± standard deviation). See
Section C for results on all input graphs. The first two columns show the data source and the size of
the graph instance. Column “Random” shows random Pivot’s performance. Columns “Degree”, “Bad
Triangles” and “Time” give Pivot’s performance on the three adversarial orders mentioned earlier,
while the columns next to these three show the performance of semi-online Pivot using the advice.
For a node with k neighbors, this number is equivalent to its clustering coefficient times k(k−1)
.
2
The original temporal datasets only have timestamps on edges. We consider the timestamp of any node to
be the earliest timestamp of all edges adjacent to it.
2
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Figure 1: (i) Degradation v.s.  values, R EDDIT, (# nodes, # edges) = (14042, 56567). (ii)
Degradation v.s. α values, when  = 0.2.
Compared with a fully random sequence, an adversarial sequence of online node arrivals can cause
Pivot’s performance to degrade significantly, from 2-10x. Sorting the nodes according to degrees or
bad triangles in the neighborhood could causes Pivot’s performance to be 1000% worse for some
sub-samples. For the temporal node sequences, Pivot’s performance is about 50 − 100% worse for
R EDDIT and 500% worse for B ITCOIN. However, when  = 0.1, semi-online Pivot’s performance is
only slightly worse (about 10 − 20%) than fully random Pivot. Thus, with only a small advice set,
semi-online Pivot almost completely bridges the gap between adversarial and random order.
Robustness. Our next goal is to show that the gains of Pivot with advice are robust to different
choices of  as well as adversarial corruptions. Recall that for a node set of size n, the advice has
( − α)n randomly sampled nodes and αn adversarially chosen nodes. For each of the four data
sources, we select a sufficiently large sub-sample and change  and α while producing advice.
For the corrupted advice, for any one of the three adversarial sequences, we choose the first α fraction
of nodes to be the corruptions (i.e. the “worst” nodes as evidenced by the experiments with no advice).
Then, we sample ( − α)n nodes from the remaining nodes to complete the advice. The online phase
arrival order is the same as in the adversarial sequence.
Figure 1(i) shows how degradation changes while  ranges in [0.01, 0.5] and α = 0 (no corruptions),
and (ii) shows how corruptions in the advice affect semi-online Pivot when  = 0.2. Pivot’s
performance is robust against shrinking the size of the advice and against adding corruptions. For
 ≥ 0.05, or with the advice set corrupted by 25%, the performance remains constant. See Section C
for results on more datasets.
Temporal Advice. Finally, learning the advice from prior temporal data is sufficient for Pivot to have
good performance. We test both temporal datasets: R EDDIT and B ITCOIN. The advice is generated
from older data just prior to the time interval of the test dataset. In particular, our advice consists of
all nodes in the older dataset, which are incident on edges in the test dataset (i.e. the old data that
is related to the new data.) After the advice, the test data set arrives in adversarial order - including
temporal order, where vertices arrive in order of their timestamps.
Table 3: Degradation of semi-online Pivot when using advice from historical data, R EDDIT, 100
trials, test dataset has the duration of 6 months.
Days
5
10
15
20
25

-value
0.09
0.15
0.19
0.22
0.25

Random
0 ± 14.57 %
0 ± 14.57 %
0 ± 14.57 %
0 ± 14.57 %
0 ± 14.57 %

Degree
675.40 %
675.40 %
675.40 %
675.40 %
675.40 %

Degree w. Advice
60.73 ± 38.29 %
42.09 ± 25.19 %
41.09 ± 32.35 %
30.76 ± 23.27 %
35.28 ± 50.72 %

Bad Triangles
675.12 %
675.12 %
675.12 %
675.12 %
675.12 %

Bad Triangles w. Advice
65.73 ± 46.47 %
36.85 ± 20.26 %
36.85 ± 20.26 %
36.43 ± 32.97 %
30.97 ± 32.24 %

Time
52.08 %
52.08 %
52.08 %
52.08 %
52.08 %

Time w. Advice
55.49 ± 29.57 %
34.74 ± 23.39 %
36.58 ± 37.41 %
41.66 ± 48.21 %
30.54 ± 28.82 %

Table 3 shows the results for R EDDIT when we change the time interval used to generate the advice,
which is shown in Column “Days” in time unit of days. The time interval for the test dataset is
fixed to be 6 months. Column “-value” gives the proportion of nodes in test dataset that appeared in
the old data, which corresponds to the parameter  in the -random sample model. See Section C
for the results for B ITCOIN. The rest of the table shows the degradation of Pivot using the advice
from the corresponding historical data. Pivot’s performance improves when we increase the time
interval (equivalent to increasing ). Starting with  = 0.15 (time interval for old data/test data is 10
9

days/6 months), the temporal advice improves Pivot’s performance on all adversarial orders. This
demonstrates that Pivot works well empirically using advice from historical data.

6

Conclusion

By augmenting a standard online algorithm for correlation clustering with a small random sample
of the data, we can overcome strong lower bounds for online correlation clustering. We give nearoptimal algorithms for semi-online correlation clustering given a random sample (with corruptions),
and further this theory is predictive of practical performance. Empirically, with only a small random
sample, semi-online pivot is competitive with offline pivot in random order. Further, in temporal
datasets, the sample can be practically obtained from past data. We show that semi-online models,
where we augment an online algorithm with some offline information, can be a powerful tool in both
theory and practice to improve the performance of online algorithms, and we believe they will find
further applications in other problems.
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A

Analysis: Proof of Theorem 4

Throughout this section, let O PT denote the number of disagreements made by the optimal offline
algorithm on G and A LG denote the cost of semi-online Pivot. Note that O PT is a fixed quantity,
while A LG depends on the random choice of S and its order. Further, all probabilities are taken with
respect to the -random sample with α-corruption model.
By Equation (1), we can write our cost as:
E[A LG] =

X

P(At ).

t∈T

Previously, we split this sum into the contributions by S and V \ S. Now, we consider a slightly
different partition. To this end, we define the (random) ordered set S 0 ⊂ S of the first −α
2 n arrivals in
0
S. Recall that ASt = {one vertex of t is chosen as pivot in S 0 while all three are unclustered} and
V \S
analogously for At . Then we can re-write:
E[Alg] = cost(S 0 ) + cost(V \ S 0 ),
P
P
0
V \S 0
where cost(S 0 ) = t∈T P(ASt ) and cost(V \ S 0 ) = t∈T P(At
). Thus, now our offline phase
1
corresponds to S 0 , and our online phase to V \ S 0 . We will show that cost(S 0 ) = O( −α
)O PT and

cost(V \ S 0 ) = O( (−α)
)O
PT
.
Combining
these
two
bounds
with
the
above
expression
for
E[A LG]
2
completes the proof of Theorem 4.
A.0.1

Bounding Cost of S 0

1
We show that cost(S 0 ) = O( −α
)O PT. Recall that S 0 is part of the offline phase which arrives in
0
0
random order. For any vertex i ∈ V , we define the event ASi analogously as ASt for triangle t. That
0
is, ASi = {i is chosen as pivot in S 0 }. We begin with a technical lemma that analogous to the dual
fitting analysis of Pivot in random order.
0

0

Lemma 4. Let c > 0. Suppose for all t ∈ T and i ∈ t, we have P(ASi | ASt ) ≥ c. Then
P
1
S0
t∈T P(At ) ≤ c O PT .
Proof. Consider the primal-dual pair of linear programs P and D:
X
P = min{
xe | xij + xjk + xki ≥ 1 ∀ijk ∈ T, x ≥ 0}.
x

e∈E

D = max{
y

X

yt |

t∈T

X

yt ≤ 1 ∀e ∈ E, y ≥ 0}.

t∈T |e∈t

We observe that xe = 1Opt makes a disagreement on e for all e is feasible for P with objective value O PT.
Thus, O PT(P ) ≤ O PT. Further, by strong duality O PT(D) = O PT(P ) ≤ O PT.
0

We now exhibit a feasible solution to D. For all t ∈ T , take yt = cP(ASt ). It suffices to show that
P
0
this setting of y is feasible for D, because then c t∈T P(ASt ) ≤ O PT. It is immediate that y ≥ 0,
so we check for each ij ∈ E:
X
X
X
0
0
0
0
0
0
cP(ASijk ) ≤
P(ASk | ASijk )P(ASijk ) =
P(ASk ∩ ASijk ),
k∈V |ijk∈T

k∈V |ijk∈T
0

k|ijk∈T
0

where we observe that the events ASk ∩ ASijk are disjoint for all k with ijk ∈ T , and each such event
implies that Pivot makes ij a disagreement. We conclude:
X
0
cP(ASijk ) ≤ P(Pivot makes ij a disagreement) ≤ 1.
k∈V ||ijk∈T

Thus, y is feasible for D.
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Note that we can recover the proof of Theorem 3 using the above lemma. Take all probabilities with
respect to the random order model, and S 0 = V . Then P(AVi | AVt ) ≥ 13 for all t ∈ T and i ∈ t.
This is because each vertex of t has equal probability of arriving first among the three in the random
order model. This implies the expected cost of Pivot in the random order model is at most 3O PT.
0

0

In light of the above lemma, we study the probabilities P(ASi | ASt ) for t ∈ T, i ∈ t. Roughly, we
want to show that the probability of each vertex of t arriving first among the three is not too small.
The case to keep in mind is if some vertices of a bad triangle are adversarial and others are not. The
next lemma shows that the probability than the next arrival in S 0 is a particular vertex does not vary
much between adversarial and random vertices.
Lemma 5. Let r ≤ |S 0 |. Fix an ordered prefix p = (p1 , . . . , pr−1 ) of the first r − 1 arrivals in S 0 .
Then for any i ∈
/ p, we have:
−α
1
1
≤ P(rth arrival is i | first r − 1 arrivals are p) ≤
.
2 n − (r − 1)
n − (r − 1)
/ p and let P be the event P = {first r − 1 arrivals are p}. Noting that i ∈ S is
Proof. Fix i ∈
necessary for i to be the rth arrival, we have:
P(rth arrival is i | P ) = P(rth arrival is i | P, i ∈ S)P(i ∈ S | P ).
Conditioned on P and i ∈ S, the rth arrival is a uniform random vertex from S \ P , so:
P(rth arrival is i | P, i ∈ S) =

1
1
=
.
|S| − |P |
n − (r − 1)

To analyze the second term, P(i ∈ S | P ), we consider two cases. In the first case i ∈ A,
so P(i ∈ S | P ) = 1. Otherwise, i ∈ V \ A, so conditioned on P , i ∈ S if and only if
i ∈ R \ {p1 , . . . , pr−1 }. Thus we can lower-bound P(i ∈ S | P ) ≥ (−α)n−r
≥ −α
n
2 , where we
(−α)n
−α
0
recall r ≤ |S | =
. We conclude, 2 ≤ P(i ∈ S | P ) ≤ 1. Combining our expressions for
2
both terms gives the desired result.
0

0

Now we are ready to lower bound P(ASi | ASt ) by considering the prefixes of arrivals where ASt
occurs.
0

0

Lemma 6. For any t ∈ T and i ∈ t, P(ASi | ASt ) ≥

0

−α
5 .

Proof. Fix t ∈ T and i ∈ t. For 1 ≤ r ≤ |S 0 |, we define the event Art =
{one vertex of t is chosen as pivot in the rth arrival while all three are unclustered}. Note that the
0
events Art for all 1 ≤ r ≤ |S 0 | partition ASt . Then by the law of total probability:
0

0
P(ASi

|

0
ASt )

=

|S |
X

0

0
P(ASi

|

0
ASt , Art )P(Art

|

0
ASt )

r=1

=

|S |
X

0

P(rth arrival is i | Art )P(Art | ASt ).

r=1

P|S 0 |
0
Because r=1 P(Art | ASt ) = 1, it suffices to lower bound P(rth arrival is i | Art ) ≥
1 ≤ r ≤ |S 0 |.

−α
5

for all

To this end, we fix any 1 ≤ r ≤ |S 0 |, and let t = ijk. Noting that the events that the rth arrival is i, j,
or k partition Art , we have:
P(rth arrival is i | Art ) + P(rth arrival is j | Art ) + P(rth arrival is k | Art ) = 1
−1

P(rth arrival is j | Art ) P(rth arrival is k | Art )
P(rth arrival is i | Art ) = 1 +
+
.
P(rth arrival is i | Art )
P(rth arrival is i | Art )
P(rth arrival is u|Ar )

It remains to upper bound the ratio P(rth arrival is v|Art ) for u, v ∈ t. To this end, we define the set P
t
of all ordered prefixes p of r − 1 arrivals such that after running Pivot on p, all vertices in t are
uncovered. In particular, Art occurs if any only if the first r − 1 arrivals is some p ∈ P and the rth
14

arrival is in t. Then for any u ∈ t:
P(rth arrival is u, Art )
P(rth arrival is u | Art ) =
P(Art )
P
p∈P P(rth arrival is u, first r − 1 arrivals are p)
=
P(Art )
P
p∈P P(rth arrival is u | first r − 1 arrivals are p)P(first r − 1 arrivals are p)
.
=
P(Art )
Now consider u, v ∈ t. Applying the upper- and lower bounds given by Lemma 5, respectively, we
have:
X P(first r − 1 arrivals are p)
1
P(rth arrival is u | Art ) ≤
,
n − (r − 1)
P(Art )
p∈P

P(rth arrival is v | Art ) ≥

X P(first r − 1 arrivals are p)
−α
1
,
2 n − (r − 1)
P(Art )
p∈P

which taken together imply

P(rth arrival is u|Art )
P(rth arrival is v|Art )

P(rth arrival is i | Art ) ≥



≤

2
−α .

We conclude:
−1
2
2
−α
−α
1+
+
=
≥
.
−α −α
4+−α
5

Composing Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 gives cost(S 0 ) =
A.0.2

P

t∈T

0

P(ASt ) ≤

5
−α O PT

1
= O( −α
)O PT.

Bounding Cost of V \ S 0


0
Here we show that cost(V \ S 0 ) = O( (−α)
2 )O PT . Our strategy again is to show that Pivot on S
0
sparsifies the remaining graph, so every arrival in V \ S has a small number of positive unclustered
neighbors. Then we apply Lemma 2. The next lemma is analogous to Lemma 3, but the estimates are
slightly more involved due to the more complex arrival distribution.
Lemma 7. For any v ∈ V , define the random variable Nv to be 0 if v is clustered by
running Pivot on S 0 (i.e. v ∈ S 0 or v has a positive edge to a pivot in S 0 ) or Nv =

|{unclustered positive neighbors of v in V \ S 0 }| otherwise. Then ENv = O( (−α)
2 ).

Proof. Fix v ∈ V and k ≥ 0. We first upper bound P(Nv ≥ k). Define the event
Ci = {v is unclustered and has at least k positive unclustered neighbors after ith arrival in S 0 }.
Then P(Nv ≥ k) = P(C|S 0 | | C|S 0 |−1 , . . . , C1 ) . . . P(C1 ). For all i, we have:
P(Ci | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ) ≤ 1 − P(v clustered by ith arrival | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ).
It is convenient to describe the distribution of the ith arrival in S 0 as follows: Suppose the first
i − 1 arrivals consist of random arrivals R0 ⊂ V \ A and adversarial arrivals A0 ⊂ A. First, we
decide whether the ith arrival will be random (from V \ A) or adversarial (from A.) It is random
0
0
|
|
0
0
with probability (−α)n−|R
≥ (−α)n−|R
≥ −α
n−i+1
n
2 , using the fact that |R | ≤ |S | = ( − α)n/2.
0

0

|
αn−|A |
Similarly, the ith arrival is adversarial with probability αn−|A
. After deciding whether
n−i+1 ≥
n
the ith arrival will be random or adversarial, then we choose the arrival by drawing a uniform random
vertex from (V \ A) \ R0 or A \ A0 , respectively.

Now we lower bound P(v clustered by ith arrival | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ). Conditioned on Ci−1 , v has at
least k unclustered positive neighbors before the ith arrival. Let r and a denote the number of
unclustered positive neighbors in V \ A and A, respectively. Note that r + a ≥ k. Then we compute:
−α r
αn − |A0 |
a
P(v clustered by ith arrival | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ) ≥
+
2 n
n
αn − |A0 |
−α r
1a
=
+
2 n
n
−αk
≥
.
2 n
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Recalling |S 0 | = ( − α)n/2, we have:

(−α)n/2


−αk
( − α)2 k
P(Nv ≥ k) ≤ 1 −
≤ exp −
.
2 n
4
Using this tail bound, we can bound the expectation of Nv :



Z ∞
 


∞
∞
X
X
( − α)2 x

( − α)2 k
exp −
.
ENv =
=O
dx = O
P(Nv ≥ k) ≤
exp −
4
4
( − α)2
0
k=0

k=0

Composing Lemma 2 and Lemma 7, we can bound cost(V \ S 0 ). Let G0 denote the subgraph of G
induced by all vertices in V \ S 0 that are not clustered by the pivots chosen in S 0 . Then we have the
same three properties as in the proof of Theorem 4, which we repeat for convenience:
P
• Let T 0 be the set of all bad triangles in G0 . We have t∈T 1AV \S0 ≤ |T 0 |.
t

• The positive degree in G0 of a vertex v is exactly Nv (as defined in Lemma 7.)
• Let E 0 denote the edge set of G0 and E ∗ the disagreements made by O PT. Then O PT induces
a clustering of G0 that makes disagreements E 0 ∩ E ∗ .
Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 7 and the above three properties, we conclude:



X
X
+
≤
(j)
EN
+EN
=
O
cost(V \S 0 ) ≤ E|T 0 | ≤ E 
d+
(i)
+
d
0
0
i
j
G
G
ij∈E ∗

ij∈E 0 ∩E ∗

B


( − α)2


O PT.

Omitted Proofs

Proof of Lemma 3. Fix v ∈ V and k ≥ 0. We first upper bound P(Nv ≥ k). Define the event
Ci = {v is unclustered and has at least k positive unclustered neighbors after ith arrival in S}.
Then P(Nv ≥ k) = P(C|S| | C|S|−1 , . . . , C1 ) . . . P(C1 ). For all i, we have:
P(Ci | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ) ≤ 1−P(v clustered by ith arrival | Ci−1 , . . . , C1 ) ≤ 1−

k+1
k
≤ 1− ,
n − (i − 1)
n

where in the second inequality, we use the fact that conditioned on Ci−1 , v has at least k unclustered
k n
neighbors before the ith arrival. Recalling |S| = n, we have P(Nv ≥ k)
P∞≤ (1 − n ) ≤
exp(−k). Using this tail
expectation of Nv : ENv = k=0 P(Nv ≥ k) ≤
R ∞bound, we can bound the
P∞
1
).
exp(−k)
=
O(
exp(−k)dk)
=
O(
k=0

0
Proof of Theorem 5. It suffices to consider  − α < 12 . Then  ∈ (0, 34 ). Consider any sufficiently
1
large n such that −α
+ n ≤ n. Then we define the graph on n vertices. All edges are negative
1
1
except those on a set L of −α
vertices. The edges on L are a lower bound instance of size −α
guaranteed by Lemma 1.
The adversary chooses the corrupted nodes of the sample to be those not in L. Let R be the corrupted
random sample given to the algorithm. Then the probability that R contains no vertex from L is:
Pr(R∩L = ∅) = (1−

1/( − α)
1/( − α)
1/( − α) (−α)n
) . . . (1−
) ≥ (1−
)
= Ω(1).
(1 − α)n
(1 − α)n − ( − α)n + 1
n − n

1
Further, conditioned on this event, the cost of any algorithm is Ω( −α
)-competitive, because L arrives
in adversarial order.

C

Experiments

This section contains the numerical results omitted in Section 5.
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Table 4: Degradation in Pivot’s performance on different sequences,  = 0.1, 30 trials, data source
FACEBOOK
(# Nodes, # Edges)
(168, 3312)
(333, 5038)
(534, 9626)
(747, 60050)
(1034, 53498)

Random

Degree

Degree w. Advice

Bad Triangles

0 ± 15.09 %
0 ± 12.10 %
0 ± 11.21 %
0 ± 13.28 %
0 ± 6.00 %

57.72 %
40.73 %
108.61 %
99.45 %
63.19 %

-0.16 ± 11.28 %
1.90 ± 11.23 %
4.33 ± 12.68 %
0.95 ± 11.09 %
0.19 ± 5.49 %

57.72 %
41.59 %
108.54 %
101.65 %
63.72 %

Bad Triangles
w. Advice
1.67 ± 14.45 %
1.59 ± 10.16 %
3.53 ± 13.46 %
-0.29 ± 11.39 %
1.48 ± 6.63 %

Table 5: Degradation in Pivot’s performance on different sequences,  = 0.1, 30 trials, data source
G PLUS
(# Nodes, # Edges)
(638, 16043)
(780, 26552)
(1650, 166292)
(2213, 93510)
(3455, 435569)
(4586, 352373)

Random

Degree

Degree w. Advice

Bad Triangles

0 ± 12.13 %
0 ± 20.27 %
0 ± 20.79 %
0 ± 14.83 %
0 ± 15.35 %
0 ± 19.89 %

95.67 %
160.87 %
133.46 %
144.08 %
229.37 %
275.07 %

-3.40 ± 12.12 %
1.89 ± 20.37 %
9.90 ± 23.30 %
0.24 ± 13.29 %
-3.95 ± 16.03 %
1.41 ± 23.09 %

95.09 %
160.98 %
133.46 %
144.13 %
229.38 %
275.07 %

Bad Triangles
w. Advice
-1.78 ± 8.43 %
-7.01 ± 8.92 %
-0.80 ± 17.03 %
-1.39 ± 9.40 %
-3.91 ± 12.78 %
-7.79 ± 12.12 %

Table 6: Mean degradation and standard deviation in Pivot’s performance on different sequences,
 = 0.1, 30 trials, data source R EDDIT
(# Nodes, # Edges)
(2502, 4101)
(4277, 9524)
(7019, 20724)
(10772, 39042)
(14042, 56567)

Random

Degree

Degree w. Advice

Bad Triangles

0 ± 18.38 %
0 ± 42.79 %
0 ± 11.36 %
0 ± 8.90 %
0 ± 20.23 %

1006.24 %
610.64 %
690.05 %
762.12 %
822.60 %

11.56 ± 20.60 %
3.99 ± 8.31 %
21.28 ± 28.61 %
22.57 ± 40.03 %
11.09 ± 42.99 %

1006.23 %
610.97 %
690.27 %
762.29 %
822.64 %

Bad Triangles
w. Advice
9.11 ± 12.15 %
5.71 ± 8.49 %
18.40 ± 11.74 %
15.23 ± 13.68 %
2.59 ± 12.24 %

Time
111.40 %
139.26 %
79.89%
90.54 %
50.24 %

Time
w. Advice
3.66 ± 15.76 %
-4.88 ± 10.43%
4.59 ± 8.65 %
6.21 ± 13.49 %
-1.01 ± 14.11 %

Table 7: Mean degradation and standard deviation in Pivot’s performance on different sequences,
 = 0.1, 30 trials, B ITCOIN
(# Nodes, # Edges)
(330, 964)
(781, 3119)
(1262, 5337)
(1822, 8624)
(2979, 14695)

Random

Degree

Degree w. Advice

Bad Triangles

0 ± 21.57 %
0 ± 65.01 %
0 ± 14.12 %
0 ± 20.24 %
0 ± 21.83 %

256.19 %
423.84 %
468.27 %
914.77 %
1070.07 %

20.29 ± 17.42 %
-0.95 ± 41.17 %
18.55 ± 17.00 %
12.09 ± 39.00 %
9.75 ± 24.32 %

256.19 %
426.73 %
468.13 %
914.77 %
1066.81 %

Bad Triangles
w. Advice
13.29 ± 20.86 %
3.34 ± 25.55 %
10.61 ± 7.04 %
3.65 ± 14.49 %
11.70 ± 25.48 %

Time
170.34 %
309.53 %
46.25 %
500.53 %
579.06 %

Time
w. Advice
4.01 ± 22.11 %
5.04 ± 69.28 %
12.60 ± 41.11 %
4.40 ± 22.94 %
8.50 ± 40.54 %

Power of Advice: Here we show the degradation in Pivot’s average performance in adversarial order
with and without advice. We consider more sub-samples from all four data sources. See Tables 4, 5,
6 and 7.
Robustness: Here we show robustness results for the other three data sources: FACEBOOK, G PLUS
and B ITCOIN. Notice that adversarial order in time does not apply to the non-temporal data sources
FACEBOOK and G PLUS, so the plots for these two datasets have two lines corresponding to ordering
according to degree and bad triangles.
In general, the conclusions are similar to those in Section 5. For robustness in the -random sample
model, once  is sufficiently large (this value is usually about 0.1 for the datasets), the performance
of Pivot with advice stays relatively constant, and it is only slightly worse than random Pivot. When
there are corruptions, Pivot’s performance can go up and down as we fix the value of  and increase
α. For example, one might see the degradation increase by 50% as we change α from 0 to 0.5.
However, compared with Pivot without advice, in all three adversarial orders we still see significant
improvement when we use the corrupted advice regardless, even when α is close to . See Figures 2,
3, and 4.
Temporal Advice: Similar to Table 3 in Section 5, we show the results for B ITCOIN. The test dataset
has the time interval of 2 years, whereas the historical data is taken from a time interval of length
[20, 40, 60, 80, 100] days prior to the time interval of the test dataset. See Table 8.
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Figure 2: (i) Degradation v.s.  values, FACEBOOK, (# nodes, # edges) = (747, 60050). (ii)
Degradation v.s. α values, when  = 0.2.
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Figure 3: (i) Degradation v.s.  values, G PLUS, (# nodes, # edges) = (4586, 352373). (ii) Degradation
v.s. α values, when  = 0.2.
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Figure 4: (i) Degradation v.s.  values, B ITCOIN, (# nodes, # edges) = (2979, 14695). (ii) Degradation
v.s. α values, when  = 0.2.

Table 8: Degradation of semi-online Pivot when using advice from historical data, BITCOIN, 100
trials, test dataset has the duration of 2 years.
Days
20
40
60
80
100

-value
0.07
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14

Random
0 ± 17.97 %
0 ± 17.97 %
0 ± 17.97 %
0 ± 17.97 %
0 ± 17.97 %

Degree
1069.47 %
1069.47 %
1069.47 %
1069.47 %
1069.47 %

Degree w. Advice
103.11 ± 155.48 %
65.71 ± 129.07 %
51.60 ± 115.25 %
61.90 ± 140.26 %
59.97 ± 132.61 %

Bad Triangles
1066.21 %
1066.21 %
1066.21 %
1066.21 %
1066.21 %
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Bad Triangles w. Advice
90.50 ± 134.53 %
56.87 ± 113.97 %
67.62 ± 146.98 %
61.98 ± 143.11 %
32.51 ± 79.97 %

Time
578.71 %
578.71 %
578.71 %
578.71 %
578.71 %

Time w. Advice
103.27 ± 187.77 %
49.55 ± 125.00 %
28.75 ± 91.84 %
26.94 ± 81.91 %
46.28 ± 124.02 %

